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In the following pages of this booklet, several
of the great Ascended Beings have offered to
answer a number of questions which might appear
uppermost in the minds of' those seeking Light
and 'rruth upon our planet today.
While each question is not answered in the
fullest detail one might expect, it must be
understood that the fullest explanation of' any
one subject concerning the Law of' Life cannot
be given in even one booklet such as this, but
simply serves as an indication to the seeker
that the answers to all of his questions will
become available as he treads the Path sincerely
seeking more Light.
To each one thus imbued, we offer our deepest
Love and congratulations. Once you step upon the
Path of Spiritual Enlightenment, there is no
turning back. The Light from God's Heart ever
beckons us onward - a beacon in the shadows and
a sustaining power in adversity - to that one
glorious Goal of all - the Ascension. Here we
become ONE with the Father; ONE with the Son;
and ONE with the Holy Spirit - a Holy Trinityunto ourselves - never looking backward except to
extend a helping hand - in love and compassion to those still walking the ways of' Earth.
Sincerely yours in the
LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER
FAILS
The Bridge to Freedom, Inc.
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I
THE BELOVED LADY MASTER - PARSES
Speaks on
Man's journey on the Earth

As My Name denotes, My activity is directly
concerned with the analysis of abstruse terminology. It is My privilege to translate into simple form some of the Truths which have been distorted by man's concept. The following are the
first of a series of questions which are uppermost in the hearts of mankind in their soul
search for spiritual edification. I shall answer these questions in a concise manner.
1. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF MAN'S JOURNEY
UPON THE PLANET EARTH?

To bring into physical manifestation his
portion of the Divine Blueprint given to him by
the Father,
2. WHY DO YOU SAY "THE FATHER" - USING THE
MASCULINE ASPECT OF DEITY?

Every Divine Being is basically masculine
and feminine in nature - having the power of both
fecundation and nourishment. This power is also
latent in everyone not yet ascended. The mass of
mankind cognize only one facet of this expression
and an understanding of this principle would
avoid much unnecessary degradation. Man, during
his many embodiments upon the Earth, is required
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to express either aspect; but before his Ascension both aspects must be equally developed. He
can then magnetize, nourish and sustain his Divine Blueprint. The Christian (Sixth) Dispensation, under the direction of Beloved Jesus,
emphasized the Fatherhood of God. The Seventh
Dispensation, in which you are living, will
inculcate
the Feminine Aspect of Deity (the
Father-Mother God.)

I I

3. WHY IS MAN REQUIRED TO EMBODY MORE
THAN ONCE UPON THIS EARTH?

For the reason mentioned in Answer 2; and
the over-all picture, or Divine Blueprint of the
Godhead, is of such tremendous scope that the
individualized lifestream requires rest between
the var Lous phases of his development, and while
sojourning in the inner realms, he is shown what
he should have accomplished in the time allotted
to him in that particular span on Earth. There
are Divine Teachers in these inner realms who
voluntarily assume the responsibility of' training each individual in order that in a succeeding
embodiment he will progress after looking impersonally upon both his successes and failures.
These D'iv Lne Teachers are assigned to each individual by the Great Karmic Board.

LORD THEOPHRASTUS
Speaks on
The Karmic Board

"I AM" He who followed Plato and Aristotle
in the Peripatetic School. Therefore it is My
pleasure to follow the Lady Parses. I, too, shall
impart to you ins imple terms several answers to
questions which are imperative to the understanding and application of the Spiritual Law.
4. WHAT IS THE KARMIC BOARD?

The Karmic Board is a Council which voluntarily assumed both the responsibility and
obligation of' meting out the necessary lessons
required by each individual who has taken embodiment upon the planet Earth. All of' mankind were
originally created in the image and likeness of
the Father-Mother God without taintof'sin. Each
one was endowed with the power of free will in
using his creative fa.cul ties to fulfill his portion of the Divine Plan - as Lady Parses said.
While each individual utilized this free will to
fulfill his Di vine Miss ions, the First Golden Age
flourished. At that time, there was no requirement for the Karmic Board. The Second and Third
Golden Ages completed their courses in a like
manner,
The cycle of the Fourth Age upon the planet
Earth found Her a voluntary hostess to peoples
from other planets who had rebelled against
God's Law and were thus planetary orphans (lag-

gards). Then the peoples of Earth, despite the
protection invoked by Lord Michael and other
Divine Beings succumbed to the subtle sin of
curiosity. Their experimentation with the misuse
of free will caused what is known as the "fall
of man." They became enamored of their use of the
creative powers, independent of God-direction,
and that which you know as the soul was born.
Anticipating this rebellion against the FatherMother God and the resultant discord which would
ensue, three Divine Beings volunteered to assist
anyone so enmeshed in this personal and mass

creation of imperfect thoughts, feelings, words
and actions. Thus the first Karmic Board was
formed. Through successive ages, due to recalcitrance upon the part of Teachers as well as
students, the number of Members of the Karmic
Board has been increased to seven - each representing a particular God Vi:_'tue temporarily lost
by man. The Divine Beings who comprise the Karmic
Board qualify for Their Office according to the
requirement. Thus the Office and the individual
Beings are not always the same.
5. HOW DO THESE MEMBERS ASSIST MAN?

At the close of each embodiment, the soul
is required to appear before the Karmic Board.
Here he is given opportunity to explain THE REASON
for the activities in his last Earthly embodiment. The Karmic Board in turn looks upon the
MOTIVES behind such activities and assigns each
soul to a realm whose vibratory action is akin
to such an one's consciousness. Also at this time
a Teacher either volunteers or is assigned to such
a soul so that it will better understand the
reason for its being, and upon its return to
Earth in the next embodiment have opportunity to
make restitution.

6. FROM WHENCE IS THE WORD "KARMIC" DERIVED?

As a man sows, so shall he reap, Therefore
all energy the soul has misqualified becomes
"evil" Karma; and that which he qualified in a
constructive manner is good Karma. It is ofttimes referred to as the Law of' Cause and Effect.
7. WHAT IS PURGATORY?

Purgatory is not a place, but is an activity
of' purging the soul. Man is not required to carry
his imperfect karma with him until he leaves his
flesh body. The Act of Purgation SHOULD TAKE
PLACE as soon as he is privileged to know of' the
Sacred Fire of Transmutation and by cooperation
with the Karmic Board and the Divine Beings who
are waiting to assist him when so invoked. Those
who refuse to accept this Truth while in embodiment will, of' necessity, be assigned by the
Karmic Board to the exercise of purgation after
so-called death.
8. WHAT IS HELL?

Hell is the state of' consciousness - an uncomfortable one - in which man reaps the results
of' misdeeds. When he learns the use of the Sacred
Fire of Transmutation, he can remove the resultant effects of his misdeeds, It is entirely
man's self-chosen estate through the mis-use of'
free will. He can remain in that consciousness
with its attendant suffering or extricate himself' by the act of purgation, As We have previously told you, each individual has lived for
ages of time, Therefore the extent of each soul's
personal hell and period of purgation is determined by his use of' life through those ages. His
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redemption will likewise require a balance of
o ons t ruc t i.ve endeavor. There is no permanence
to hell or suffering of any kind when the indiv i dua.L ACCEPTS THE LAW OF THE CIKCLE, talces full
responsibjlity for the co~ditions in which he
pr-e s e n t Ly abides, and makes humble supplication
for assistance in his redemption.
I I I
THE ASCENDED LADY MASTER - MERCEDES
Speaks on
The Violet Transmuting Flall2_~-

9. WHAT IS THE VIOLET TRANSMUTING FLAME?

It is t he Sacred Fire which is God's pure
energy qualified by Divine Being8 to purify all
diRcordant energy.
10. HOW CAN UNASCENDED BEINGS AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THIS MERCIFUL BLESSING?

By the invocation of the Divine Beings who
have declicater1 Thernselves to this service.
11. WHO ARE THESE DIVINE BEINGS?

Thoc.:e who serve on the 3eventh Ray - Arcturus
and Diana; Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst; Ascended
lf.aster Sairt Germain and Portia; Kwan Yin and
Myself; and the Ascended, Seraphic, Cherubic and
Angelic Legions who serve with Us.
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My Beloved Sister, Kwan Yin, and all of' Us
have taken a voluntary vow to Helios and Vesta
that We would never enter Nirvana until the Earth
and all Her attendant evolutions are completely
free of distress.
12. HOW CAN THESE DIVINE BEINGS BE INVOKED?

By thinking about Us and being able to accept
Our reality and capacity to render this service;
by requesting Us to give the required assistance.
This will be easier of accomplishment for those
who have served with Us through the ages as this
strikes a respondent chord in their feelings.
13. WHERE IS THE VIOLET TRANSMUTING FLAME?

It is a Fourth Dimensional Activity which is
omnipresent - actively directed by the Divine
Being when invoked by the individual requiring
assistance for himself or others.
14. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THIS VIOLET TRANSMUTING FLAME IS CALLED INTO ACTION?

It accelerates the vibratory action of the
electrons which make up the atoms which compose
the four lower vehicles of' the individual. As
this acceleration takes place, the cells and
atoms automatically throw of'f' the effluvia consciously or unconsciously gathered through the
ages.
15. WHERE DOES THIS IMPERFECTION GO?

Into the Sacred Fire which purifies it and
returns it to the individual with the required
specific God Quality.
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IV
16. HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR THIS
TRANSMUTATION?

It is dependent entirely upon the amount of
the effluvia, the acceptance of faith, and the
perseverance of the individual.

MIGHTY ZEUS
Speaks

on

The Eight Bodies of Man

17. WHAT IS REQUIRED TO SUSTAIN THIS STATE OF
PURIFICATION?

Rhythmic use of this blessed purifying agent
until perfection is manifested and sustained.
18. CAN THIS BE USED FOR THOSE NOT IN
EMBODIMENT ?

Yes, until an individual has made the Ascension. Through the use of free will, more imperfection can be created. Eternal vigilance over
the creative faculties of thought and feeling
will result in God-Victorious achievement.

"I AM" Zeus, one of the Sun Gods who came
to this Earth and was privileged to raise Greece
to the height of her perf'ection centuries before
the Beloved Jesus brought His Light to the world.
Spiritual Illumination is released to the
chela according to his capacity to understand
and apply greater knowledge for the benef'action
of' the planet Earth and Her evolutions.
21. EXPLAIN THE BODIES OF MAN.

19. WHY DO THE DIVINE BEINGS SERVE ON THE
SEVENTH RAY?

In most instances, the chela has been told
about the seven bodies. However, under the direction of the God and Goddess Meru, I have volunteered to explain simply the eight-fold Nature
of man as God created him.

The Seventh Ray is particularly active under
the two thousand year cycle of the Ascended
Master Saint Germain begun in 1954.

22. DOES MAN FUNCTION THROUGH MORE THAN
ONE BODY?

20. WILL YOU, MY CHELAS, JOIN WITH US IN THE
GLORIOUS REDEMPTIVE PROCESS?

The entire eight vehicles are necessary - f'our
in the Higher Spheres and four in the lower, in
order to be a perfect conductor of one Aspect
of Deity.

Many of Us have come out of the Great Silence
for this specific purpose. Methinks it advisable
for you to join with Us in this service NOW!

23. WHAT ARE THE NAMES OF THESE BODIES?

THE WHITE FIRE BEING, made in the image and
likeness of God is moulded out of pure Electronic
Light Substance and is ever active as a radiating
center in the Cosmic Realms, an infinitesimal
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part of Itself being the energizing power of the
other bodies. As the planets revolve around their
individual Suns, so do the White Fire Bodies of
all mankind actively participate in the joy of
Cosmic Creation.
DIVINE COMPLEMENTS1 The first decision made
in the Heart of the White Fire Being is whether
to function only in the Cosmos or voluntarily
project the Dual Aspect of Its Divine Nature into
the Ascended Master Realms to give more concentrated assistance to a particular evolution.
These Divine Complements are known to some students as the individualized "I AM" Presence.
CAUSAL BODY: This is the accumulated good
of the lif'estream which is created by the interest
and activity of each such an one. It forms the
aureola of the "I AM" Presence. The nature and
service which each "I AM" Presence is to perform
was determined before individualization took
place. Seen with the inner sight, all the colors
of the spectrum are a component part of the Causal
Body. The Virtue or Quality to which the individual has an affinity will from the largest
reservoir of energy - the color dependent upon
the Quality. Wise is the student who cognizes
the truth that the Causal Body as an infinite
supply which can be drawn forth for his benefaction and that of all mankind. By Its very name,
it is a body of' CAUSE, and the EFFECT is destined
to manifest wheresoever the astute student calls
it forth.

HOLY CHRIST SELF: Jesus referred to this
Spark of Divinity within man as "the Father
within." When the "I AM" Presence volunteers to
take embodiment upon the Earth plane, it projects

a tiny replica of itself into the mother's womb
at the time of conception. It is the cohesive
power around which the Builders of Form create
the lower bodies. As the Feminine Ray increases
in intensity upon the Earth, the mothers of the
race will become more cognizant of the sacred
privilege of assisting the Builders of Form in
nourishing the Holy Christ Self. She, in truth,
is a chalice for the incoming Spirit. The obligation and responsibility or parents to the
spirits of the unborn can either hinder or delay
the spiritual development of these children.
As the great Manu, Saithrhu, already awaits
with the first sub-race of the Seventh Root Race
the opportunity of sending these forerunners to
the Earth to more quickly accelerate Her evolutionary progress, it is the obligation of the
Manus and Their recalcitrant children on Earth
to complete their course quickly to make room
for these great Beings. Again the wisdom of the
ages requires humility, discrimination, balance
and sincerity to this dedicated Cause. Anonymity
is a Spiritual Cloak!
24. WHAT ARE TEE NAMES OF THE LOWER BODIES?
The

emotional,mental, etheric, and physical

bodies.
25. WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE EMOTIONAL
BODY?

The emotional body is the feeling world. It
is the largest of the four bodies. and is composed
primarily of the water element. The emotional
body was designed by the Builders of Form to ao t
as a cradle in which the other lower bodies woul.d
be enfolded; even as the landed surface of the
Ear-th is cradled by the seas. Its correct service
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is to nourish Divine Ideas with the positive
feeling ot accomplishment. Thought, words and
actions have little efficacy until the buoyancy
and enthusiasm of the feelings projects and sustains them in whatever sphere the individual's
consciousness desires them to act.
The feeling consciousness must be purif'iea
by calling to the Beloved Ascended Master Saint
Germain and the Violet Transmuting Flame because
through aeons of time the indivioual has been
subject to various situations wherein disappointments, disillusionments, ano rebellions have
created rebellious feelings -"troubled waters."
When so purified, the feelings will always determine the activities of' the outer self' - subconscious or conscious. The Beloved Ascended Master
Jesus was admonisheu to first become Master over
Himself (the four lower vehicles which Me used
in His la.st victorious accomplishment) before
He could be Master over the lower vehicles of
others, as well as the elements themselves.
Having such Mastery, it was easy for Him to expand the FEELING OF P~ACE to the raging waters
that alarmed His disciples in Galilee.
26. WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE MENTAL
BODY?

fhe mental body should be the chalice tor
the receptivity of' the Divine Ideas. It has the
power within itself to mould these Divine Ideas
into practical workable form, the same purifying
process as given for the emotional body app l.Lea
to all four lower bodies.
27. WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE ETHERIC BODY?

The etheric body, sometimes called the "soul",
records all the experiences of the lif'estrearn
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since individualization took place. It receives
from the mental body those ideas which have been
energized by the tee1.ing world. Before thoughts
and feelings can be manifest in the physical
appearance world, they must be sieved through
t~.e etheric body. As the etheric body holds all
the records, both good and evil, within itself',
it is of prime importancethat the misdeeds of
the lif'estrearn recorded therein be transmuted.
These records form the essence of the personality
and stamp all the activities of the individual
with its specific nature.
28. WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE PHYSICAL
BODY?
Th
physical body is th· anchorage up ,r. the
Earth plane through which should be channelled
a portion of' the activities of the other seven
bodies. When they are in perfect attunement with
the White Fire Being, they are a Master Presence
here on Earth. Conversely, the imperfections of
the physical body are the result of the impact
of the emotional, mental, and etheric natures not
oru.y of' itself, but of other lifestreams. Present
and past environment and associations are primal
factors in the constitution of these bodies.

29. WHAT SHOULD AN INDIVIDUAL DO TO ERADICATE THE IMPERFECTIONS IN THE FOUR
LOWER BODIES?

One who has conscious knowledge of the purifying activities of the Sacred Fire in its sevenfold aspect, should invoke its transmuting
powers. Each lifestream, through aeons of service
with one or more of the seven Rays, will find
the particular Rays to which they have an aff'ini ty, and they respond more readily to those
Flames and Rays when invoked.
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30. HOW DOES ONE PROCEED IN THIS INVOCATION?

First accept the reality of the Beings who
are the Directors of each of' the Rays. Then
learn the Quality and Activity of each Ray. Then
practice invocation to the Divine Being who is
the consolidating focus for this specific service. Here again, the feeling nature of the individual (when purified) will be of the greatest assistance in cognizing which Hay is the
most efficacious for that particular individual.

Flame and Ray which brings the greatest assistance to the individual.
Also, as individuals, through the course of
many embodiments, have served upon several of
these Rays, they will be strengthened on those
Rays upon which they have not been particularly
active.
THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST EFFICACIOUS WAYS OF
ROUNDING OUT AN INDIVIDUAL'S NATURE!

•**********************

31. WHO ARE THE DIRECTORS OF THE SEVEN RAYS:
AND WHAT ARE THEIR SER VICES?

9,UALITY

COLOR

RAY

DIRECTOR

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

El Morya
Illumined Faith
blue
Confucius
Wisdom
gold
Lady Rowena
Love, Adoration
pink
Serapis Bey
Purity, Hope
white
Hilarion
Consecration
green
Lady Nada
Healing, Ministration ruby
Saint Germain Mercy, Purification violet

32. WHAT IS A SIMPLE EXERCISE TO DETERMINE
THE FLAMES AND RAYS TO WHICH EACH MAN
HAS AN AFFINITY?

SUGGESTED INVOCATIONS
TO THE DIRECTORS OF THE RAYS

1. El Morya
"I AM" (3) the Resurrection and the Life of
Beloved Ascended Master El Morya's Illumined
FAITH IN ACTION in my being and world today!(3)
2. CONFUCIUS
''I AM" (3) the Resurrection and the Life of
Beloved Ascended Master Confucius's WISDOM IN
ACTION in my being and world today! (3)

J.

LADY ROWENA

"I AM" (3) the Resurrection and the Life of
Beloved Ascended Master El Morya's Illumined
Faith IN ACTION in my being and world today.(3)

"I AM" ( 3) the Resurrection and the Life of Beloved Ascended Master Lady Rowena's LOVE AND ADORATION IN ACTION in my being and world today!())

'l'hen
Qualities
should be
four hour
avoid any

4, SERAPIS BEY

follow through with the Beings and
of the other six Rays. This exercise
performed rhythmically in each twentyperiod for nine months in order to
misconcept as to the efficacy of the

'' I AM" ( 3) the Resurrection and the Life of
Beloved Ascended Master Serapis Bey's PURITY AND
HOPE IN ACTION in my being and world today!(3)
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5. HILARION

which are Mine to give and yours
the benefaction of the Earth.

"I AM" (3) the Resurrection and the Life of
Beloved Ascended Master Hilarion's CONSECRATION
AND CONCENTRATION IN ACTION in my being and world
today! ( 3)

33. WHY ARE THESE GREAT BEINGS, GENERALLY
UNKNOWN TO THE STUDENT, COMING FOR TH
AT THIS TIME?

6. LADY NADA
"I AM (3) the Resurrection and the Life of'
Beloved Ascended Lady Nada's HEALING AND MINISTRATION IN ACTION in my being and world today ( 3)

Because of the recalcitrance of the Earth
and Her attendant evolutions, many of Us who have
served the people of Earth in ages past have volunteered to add the required impetus necessary
for spiritual growth and understanding and ACTION.

7. SAINT GERMAIN

34. WHENCE CAME YOU, ZARATHUSTRA?

"I AM" (3) the Resurrection and the Life of
Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain's MERCY
AND PURIFICATION in action in my being and world
today! ( 3)

I came from the Heart of the Sun of this System (Helios and Vesta) at the crucial hour when
the veil of maya was so heavy a cloud upon the
Earth that even physical fire was unknown as a
means of warmth, light, and purification.

11

to accept for

V

35, WHY CAME YOU ?
MIGHTY ZARATHUSTRA
Speaks

0'1

Magnetization
of the Spiritual Centers of the Earth

"I AM" Zarathustra, High Priest cf the Sacred
Fire of Enthusiasm, which is the buoyant feeling
of God-Accomplishment required by every aspirant
to sustain them in constant service to the White
Forces. I, like M~ Confreres, have offered My
services to the God and Goddess Meru and those
of you who thrill to the vibrant fires of creation

To bring again the knowledge of the Sacred
Fire and to create a Priesthood who could, and
did successfully invoke the Powers of Light with
sufficient intensity to kindle anew the embers
of Divinity in the hearts of man - thus preventing the disintegration of the planet.
36. TELL US, PLEASE, HOW WE CAN BEST COOPERATE WITH YOU.

Become aware that within your h&art is a
spark of the Fire of Creation which I shall fan
with My Fire of Enthusiasm into that same blazing
feeling of interest in the Earth's redemption,
which according to Cosmic Law is destined for a
permanent acceleration preparatory to the move -
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ment of the planets
sequence.

in an orderly and gracious

37. AFTER WE HAVE DEVELOPED THIS AWARENESS, HOW DO YOU SUGGEST WE PROCEED?

In the same manner that I and My disciples
did. In the study of true Astronomy, there are
certain strategic points on the planet Earth
wherein distinct Foci of the Sacred Fire are
required to be magnetized and sustained to send
forth a radiation of a particular God Quality
to hold the balance of constructive vibration in
the lower strata wherein the mass of the people
abide. The geometrically related Foci must be
personally magnetized by individuals who have
an affinity to the required God Quality. Today,
Astronomy is more abstract and the student who
is chosen at inner levels for the great privilege
of magnetizing a God Quality in a certain locality is ofttimes unaware of' the seemingly natural
desire to go to a location. The students of Zarathustra are beyond the subtle curiosity of the
outer mind and the fanciful promptings of unsatisfied cravings of the personality.
38. KINDLY GIVE US AN EXAMPLE OF THIS.

Before the birth of' the Beloved Ascended Master Jesus, the trained astronomers scanned the
heavens for that particular Star which would
denote His advent. When it appeared, they followed that Star to Bethlehem to give homage to the
Christ Child. So does the student of Zarathustra
cognize, through the beam of his attention, the
astronomical centers from whence they shall be
instruments in the magnetization of a certain
locality. Offtimes such students re-embody age
after age in such a location to give a greater
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momentum of concentrated and one pointed energy
to that specific Focus on the Earth. All of' the
Ascended Master Retreats are so geometrically
located. Thus does the Lord of the World create
the geometric pattern for each year which will
be most beneficial to the human race by assigning
the specific Master Retreats which will be energized by the attention of the students during
that particular period. These are the fluctuating
designs necessary in each year which the Beloved
Maha Chohan weaves into the perfect Design for
the two thousand year cycle.
39. UNAWARE OF TRUE ASTRONOMY, WHAT ADVICE
WOULD YOU GIVE THE STUDENTS?

There is a Law beyond human law which keeps
the planets and stars in their orbits, and this
Law acts through the inti tiative of the chela in
placing him in the orbit wherein he can render
the greatest service, usually surrounded by
several other students who have a like af'f'ini ty.
These few gathered together and magnetizing the
God Virtue required, shall see the manifest expression in works well done if they are able to
overcome the disintegrating force of personal
defecit:s. Students who are, by reason of karma
and geographical isolation, unable to be members
of a Group, are having special training preparatory to their future service, and should not
dissipate the energies which We channel through
them. KNOW that whether you are in a Group Activity or serving individually, We have placed you
there for a specific reason, and when your service is completed in a specific locality, We shall,
in a natural manner, move you to another location
requiring the assistance of your momentum of
service to the Light.
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40, AS THERE HAS BEEN SO MUCH FEAR IN PEOPLE'S
MINDS REGARDING THE "LATTER" DAYS WHICH
ARE UPON US, HOW CAN WE DISTINGUISH BETWEEN FALSE PROPHECY AND THE TRUE WORD
OF GOD?

41. WHAT IS THE EFFICACY OF RHYTHMIC
BREATHING?

It clarifies the four lower bodies of the
noxious substance which has been accumulated and
lodged in the cells and atoms which make up these
vehicles.

Fear is an insidious tool of' the sinister
force and FEARLESS ARE THE STUDENTS OF ZARATHUSTRA ! Remain and trust, wheresoever you may
be, until I direct you elsewhere.

42. DOES RHYTHMIC BREATHING PERFORM THE
SAME SERVICE AS THE USE OF THE VIOLET
FLAME OF TRANSMUTATION?

PLEDGE TO ZARATHUSTRA

Yes. The more the individual does the Rhythmic
Breath, the more efficacious is the action of' any
spiritual exercise.

In the Name of' the Presence of' God which
"I AM", I solemnly pledge the God energies loaned
to me by the Father-Mother God of' Creation to
cooperate with the Mighty Zarathustra.
I invoke Beloved Zarathustra to fill my being
and world with His FEELING OF ENTHUSIASM in this
Service, So help me God!

43. THEN WHY STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
USE OF THE VARIOUS FLAMES OF TRANSMU TATION?

Because the average individual has forgotten
the proper use of the Rhythmic Breath which he
once knew in the earlier ages. In the invocation
of the Divine Beings who direct the Flames of
Transmutation, They send the Sacred Fire through
the four lower bodies in a rhythmic manner, thus
setting up an action of rhythm in these bodies.
When the chela learns, and applies, the Law of
the Rhythmic Breath, the transmutation of imperfection will take place in an almost instantaneous manner - the chela then being able to consciously cooperate with the Divine Being or Beings
so invoked.

*******
VI
MIGHTY ZOROASTER
Speaks

on

The Law of the Rhythmic Breath

"I AM" ZOROASTER, one of' the Divine Beings
who has offered the God and Goddess Meru My particular services in bringing the remembrance to
the earnest chelas of the importance of Rhythmic
Breathing.

q

44. HOW DO YOU SUGGEST THE CHELA PROCEED IN
THIS EXERCISE OF THE RHYTHMIC BREATH?

I

Invoke the remembrance of the correct use of
the Rhythmic Breath (which is pulsating in the
Causal Body of each chela) which he or she used
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in previous Golden Ages. In these eras, such an
one was a self-luminous being whose locomotion
was one of' natural grace and beauty-expressing
the Divine attributes as the Father-Mother God
intended. From the tiny blade of grass to the
most perfected Being on Earth, the rhythm of the
Cosmos was channeled without interference for
there was no discord of any kind. In these cycles
the Cosmic Tone of the planet Earth played its
perfect part in the over-all Symphony of this
Solar System. The Manu of' each cycle strikes the
keynote for that entire two thousand year period,
and all the life belonging to His Root Race and
sub-races is supposed to contribute to the Symphony which He directs. The Seven Manus designed
Their keynotes to blend one with the other so
that the final crescendo for the planet Earth
would resound iri Victory when Saithrhu and His
Children inhabited the Earth.
45. WHAT CAUSED THE DISSONANCE IN THE DIVINE
SYMPHONY?

The misuse of the free will of' some of' the
children of the Manus, as well as the inharmony
of the "orphan" guests which over-populated the
planet and Her environs and distorted the natural
Symphony.
46. WILL YOU KINDLY GIVE US A SIMPLE EXERCISE
IN RHYTHMIC BREATHING?

a. Call to the "I AM" Presence and Beloved Astrea
to SWEEP Her Flame of Purification through
the four lower bodies.
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b. Ask your Holy Christ Self to consciously
command the obedience and respect of the four
lower vehicles to the Presence of Deity.
c. Exhale the breath through the oral cavity
qualified with Astrea' s Ray of Purity - accepting that purification emotionally, mentally,
etherically, and physically.
d. The Beloved Maha Chohan secured a Dispensation from the Cosmic Law to instruct the chelas
to breathe, individually and collectively,
under the protection of' the Divine Hierarch
and Sponsor of each month. Indiscriminate
experimentation with the use of' the Breath
without such protection is dangerous in the
extreme.
e. To consciously cooperate with the Beloved
Maha Chohan (who gives you your first breath
and receives your last on the Earth Plane),
it is imperative that you use the Breathing
Affirmation of the current Ascended Master
Retreat.
f. REMEMBER, this is an essential Spiritual Exercise which should be performed with as much
dignity and reverence as the chela can command.
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BELOVED VICTORY
Speaks on

The Power of the Three Times Three

"I AM" VICTORY, that very Being Who , on Tara's
Hill (a Sacred Mount indeed), drew from the Beloved Saint Patrick all of His own full-gathered
momentum of Illumined Faith in God, PERSISTENCE
IN INVOKING GOD'S HOLY WILL for the benighted
children of God. At last, after the extreme tests
upon Lord Patrick's patience, I interceded with
the Heavenly Father-Mother God and received the
dispensation of spiritual salvation for the people
of Ireland who were the re-embodied spirits who
once knew VICTORIOUS EXPRESSION when the Chohan
of the First Ray - Beloved El Morya - guarded
and guided them from the Halls of Tara. I, like
unto My Confreres, have given My pledge to Lord
and Lady Meru to answer some questions - particularly pertaining to the Power of the Three Times
Three.
4 7. WHAT IS THE POWER OF THE THREE TIMES
THREE?

I shall first give you the simple explanation
as related to your individual identity. You are
well aware that within your physical body is the
Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame of God Blue, Gold, and Pink, which is the permanent Atom
of personal individualization.
In the Electronic "I AM" Presence, is a much
greater focus of this triple aspect of Deity.
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In the White Fire Being, from whence came
your "I AM" Presence, is the primal Three-fold
Flame which contains the entire Di vine Blueprint
of the individual lifestream.
48. WHY IS THE EXPRESSION "FULL POWER OF THE
THREE TIMES THREE" USED?

Because it incorporates the balanced energies
of the three vehicles mentioned above to express
God-Perfection here on Earth or in any sphere
where assistance is required. The subjugation
of the four lower vehicles allows the three Divine
Expressions full power to act. To the undevelopedman whose Three-fold Flame is latent, I would like
to say that the Three-fold Flame in the Heart of
the ""I AM" Presence and the White Fire Being
are constantly and consistently joining in the
glorious creation of ever-expanding beauty in
the Cosmos.
49. WHAT DO THE COLORS OF THIS THREE FOLD
FLAME -BLUE GOLD, AND PINK REPRESENT?

BLUE is the God Power Almighty which enables
the individual to magnetize God's Life.
GOLD is the Wisdom to use that Life to promulgate GOOD.
PINK is the Divine Love which qualifies the
God Life intelligently into expression.
50. HOW CAN THE CHELA BETTER PREPARE HIMSELF SO THAT THIS NINE-FOLD ACTIVITY WILL
EXPRESS THROUGH HIM IN PERFECT BALANCE?

To invoke the Regent, SANAT KOMARA, to assist
him in expanding the Three-fold Flame within his
heart. This opens the door to the inflow of Sanat
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Kurnara's FEELING of the powerful, wise activity
of pure Divine Love from the White Fire Being,
the irdividualized "I AM" Presence, and the
Three-fold Flame within the heart, which is the
natural expression for every one of God's children. Few there are, here on Earth, who know of
their own God potentialities.
51. WHY DO YOU SUGGEST BELOVED SANAT KUMARA
INSTEAD OF SOME OTHER DIVINE BEING?

Because Sanat Kumara, together with the other
Kumaras, brought from Venus, in a crucial time
in Earth's history, the Cosmic Three-fold Flame
which formed the cohesive power of the Spirit
of the Great White Brotherhood. During the month
of' November, Sanat Kumara, together with the Lord
of the World, Beloved Gautama, graciously receive into Their very Presence at Shamballa all
who have contributed to the benefaction of the
Earth and Her attendant evolutions. These two
Divine Beings accelerate the Three-fold Flame
within the heart cf each visitant who, at the
close of this ceremony, returns into the orbit
of his own sphere of influence IMBUED with Their
feeling of the Three-fold Aspect of Divinity Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Everyone so privileged to participate in these ce remon Les carries
the responsibility and obligation to accept,
sustain, and expand that feeling.
52. WHAT IS THE RANK OF THE DIVINE BEINGS WHO
REPRESENT THE NINE-FOLD ASPECT OF DEITY?

Crowns, Thrones, and Principalities;
Seraphim, Cherubim, and Angels;
Cosmic Beings, Ascended Masters, and
Holy Christ Selves.
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53. WHAT SER VICE CAN THEY RENDER TO US IN
THIS NINE-FOLD ACTIVITY?

When the chela is cognizant of these nine
groups of Perfected Beings, he can turn his
attention to Them and become a Grail for the DESCENDING POWER of Their concentrated energies in
whatsoever sphere Their benefaction is required.
54. THE PRESENT GENERATION IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY AWARE OF WHAT THEY CALL "OUTER
SPACE." IS THE PROJECTION OF MISSILES INTO
OTHER ORBITS THE ANSWER TO WORLD PEACE?

DEFINITELY NOT! The dedicated men of science
in this field of exploration have glimpsed the
glory of this Nine-fold Celestial Court but have
INVERTED their activities for the most part. When
science and religion are again correlated in
service, each earnest such an one will cognize
the proper perspective between mankind and the
universe in which he abides. Drawing into the
orbit of the Earth the Power, Wisdom and Divine
Love of the Crowns, Thrones, and Principalities r
Seraphim, Cherubim, and Angels; and Cosmic Beings,
Ascended Masters, and Holy Christ Selves by the
awakened and alert chelas will bring and sustain
a LASTING World Peace. These nine groups of
Divine Beings are constantly active in the universe, even as the Sun is constant in its outpouring al though storm clouds will often prevent
mankind from receiving its beneficent rays. The
impersonal radiation of these Divine Beings
blesses the entire universe and ONE ALERT CHELA
can channel that blessing to the entire planet.
"I AM" the Victorious heartbeat ALIVE within
you and YOU ARE SUCH AN ONE!
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VI I I
BELOVED KRISHNA
Speaks on
"In the Beginning was the Word"

*************
"In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God and the Word
was God. And the Word was made Flesh
and dwelt among us (and we beheld
His Glory, the Glory as of the only
begotten of the Father) full of Grace
and Truth."
John lil&l4

***:**********
"I AM' LORD KRISHNA whose service to this
planetary scheme is to initiate, sustain, prepare and direct every Divine Being who has evolved
to the point where He or She may become, in the
world of form, a Living Expression of Deity,
When it is ordained by Cosmic Law that the Word
be made flesh, it is My partic~lar Joy to enfold the Christ-man coming to give the vitality
required to resuscitate a recalcitrant mankind
at particul2r moments of Cosmic crises. Thus it
was my great honor, privilege, responsibility,
and obligation to prepare the Ascended Master
Jesus, the Christ. The people of Earth in this
present hour are looking again for a "second
coming" which is imminent, and I have already
prepared the new Christus who but awaits the propitious moment for His advent.

55. ARE YOU THEN THE FORMER LORD MAI TREY A?

No, "I AM" He who
others like unto Him.

taught Lord Maitreya and

56. WHAT DOES SAINT JOHN MEAN BY "THE WORD"?

The Father-Mother God spoke the Words "I AM",
creating a focal point of individualization before this Solar System was created. Every individual, as a child of Deity endowed with the
power of speech, is, in like manner, privileged
to unite himself with the Father-Mot''ler God and
and entire WORLD BODY, through the
positive
affirmation "I AM" - followed by a constructive
statement.
57. DOES THIS STATEMENT HAVE TO BE AUDIBLE?

No, It is the FEELING and the THOUGHT of the
unity which this expression promulgates in the
hearts of men which makes it efficacious as THE
FIRE OF CREATION in any sphere where it is felt,
thought, or spoken.
58. BELOVED KRISHA, HOW ABOUT DEAF MUTES?

Deaf mutes, having the full power and intelligence to think and feel, can ofttimes create
a more powerful and single-pointed Word in their
hearts than those who speak too often - wasting
valuable energies upon trivialities.
59. PLEASE TELL US ABOUT THOSE KINGDOMS
EVOLVING UPON THE EAR TH OR IN ITS
ATMOSPHERE WHO CAN NOT SPEAK.

These evolutions have the power of both feeling
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and thinking, which are the propelling powers
which intelligently secure for them that which
they require for survival, so that they and their
progeny can continue to perform the constructive
services to mankind.
60, WHAT ABOUT THE DESTRUCTIVE ACTIVITIES OF
THE OTHER KINGDOMS, GRACIOUS LORD?

Every expression less than perfection in the
Earth, on the Earth, or in its atmosphere has
been Th'!POSED upon these Kingdoms by destructive
thoughts, feelings, words and actions of a disobedient mankind.
61. IF THE WORDS ''I AM" ARE THE POWER OF
CREATION, WHY MUST THEY BE REPEATED SO
OFTEN IN ORDER TO HA VE A MANIFESTATION?

Because, through free will, mankind, having
been endowed with the power of speech, has used
the words "I AM" followed by destructive statements, energized by his feelings and thoughts,
which have created the very experiences mentioned
above, and must be re-educated to use these creative words ONLY in a constructive manner. This
requires the education of the emotional, mental,
and etheric vehicles as well as the physical form.
A hollow and shallow statement made by the personality without this understanding and not
coupled with positive feeling and direct thought,
is not effjoacious. To one with the conscious
understanding of the possibilities which are
within the use of this creative power in the
Word "I AM", I say to you, even as Beloved Jesus
did, wise you are to build a momentum of thinking, feeling, and expressing yourselves by using
a constructive statement following "I AM".
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62, WHERE ARE THE CHAKRIC AND GANGLIONIC
CENTERS THROUGH WHICH SPEECH IS MADE
POSSIBLE?

The ganglionic center is in the throat of
physical man. Any defects in speech are due to
past MISUSE of this power of expression. The
chakric center is also at the throat of the
etheric vehicle.
63. WHAT ARE THE COLORS OF THESE CENTERS?

Both are scintillating electric blue.
64. ARE THESE CENTERS STATIC?

Definitely not. They are in constant mo~ion
clockwise. The speed of their revolution is determined by the free will use which every man
determines in himself to use in the power of
speech. The vibratory action of the individ:ual' s
vehicles determines the balanced acceleration
of these centers and makes the spoken word a
euphonious director of energy. The beautiful and
melodious voice of' the "I AM" Presence in both
speech and song can most easily be resuscitated
as the chelas ponders on this instruction and
makes of' it a blessing to all life. When My Pupil,
Jesus spoke, all of the elements responded
happily and joyously to His slightest whisper or
His greatest COMMAND.
You, too, My Beloved, are the WORD MADE FLESH!
Each one is the ONLY BEGOTTEN SON, that phrase
implying that your individualization was foreordained by the Father-Mother God as a part of
the Great Divine Tapestry of the ages, and the
SECOND COMING to you is determined by your response to ME. "I AM" HERE - I shall expect you
to likewise be in the Upper Chamber at all times.
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68. WHAT WAS THEIR SERVICE?
THE GODDESS OF LIGHT
Speaks on
Light 1 1o capacity to serve

you

"I PJ/,." the Guardian, Protector, and Radiating
Center of Light for this planet Earth and Her
attendant evolutions. I made My Eternal Vow
to Helios and Vesta to sustain the Light for the
planet Earth and Her evolutions. Wherever the
darkness is greatest, there "I AM" waiting the
call of the children of Earth to assist them in
dissipating all shadows of human appearance.
65. BELOVED ONE, WHAT IS LIGHT?

Light is the primordial substance emitted by
the Father-Mother God from whence all constructive manifestions are moulded and sustained.
66. WHAT DID THE FATHER-MOTHER GOD DO WITH
ALL THE LIGHT WHICH THEY GENERATED AND
SENT FORTH?

They created, through the use of the Words
"I AM", coupled with Their concentrated thoughts
and feelings, the Divine Blue print for all the
planets of the System.
67. WHO FIRST RESPONDEp TO THE CALL OF LIGHT
SENT FORTH BY HELIOS AND VESTA?

The Universal Silent Watcher who, in turn,
selected those Divine Ladies from Her Court to
become the planetary Silent Watchers for each
planet in Helios and Vesta's System.

To receive the Divine Blueprints from Beloved
Helios and Vesta for each such planet, and to
hold inviolate the perfected Design given unto
Them.

.

69. WHO WERE THE DIVINE BEINGS WHO ASSISTED
THEM IN BRINGING THESE DIVINE BLUEPRINTS
INTO MANIFESTATION?

First came the Seven Mighty Elohim, the Cosmic
Architects; the Directors of the Four Elements
and Their subjects; the Seraphim, Cherubim, and
Angelic Host; and the Builders of Form for each
Kingdom - each weaving Their Threads of Light
into the Universal Tapestry in a glorious symphony of' sound and color - Harmony being the
Edict of Solar Creation.
70. WHEN WAS MAN CREATED?

He was created in the Image and Likeness of'
God by Helios and Vesta, and his Eternal Light
Bodies joined the process of' Creation while sojourning in the Seven Spheres which formed the
aureole of the Earth.
71. WHEN DID MAN COME TO EARTH?

At the Cosmic Moment when the Beings mentioned, had completed Their appointed service. Then
the Master Ray from the Heart of Beloved Helios
and Vesta set the planet into motion conforming
to the Harmony which has been established in the
planetary Creation.
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X
72. WHY ARE THE PLANETARY SILENT WATCHERS
FEMININE?

At the time when the planetary Silent Watcher
was assigned to the Earth, Her Divine Complement
offered to be the magnetizing center for all
life in the Earth, on the Earth, and in its atmosphere. Thus, Immanuel focused His energies
in the very center of the globe being formed,
setting up the initial centripetal force required
to magnetize the Spirit Sparks prepared by Helios
and Vest-a, who has be en awaiting such magnetization in the Seven Spheres. At the moment when
Immanuel and Immaculata had formed the Rod of
Power - centripetal and centrifugal force - the
First Root Manu with His first sub-race took
embodiment in beautiful shining forms. Thus
did the First Golden Age upon the Planet Earth
begin.
73. HOW LONG DID THIS FIRST GOLDEN AGE LAST?

Fourteen thousand years; during which time
there was no inharmony or imperfection of any
kind enabling the Manu and His Children to perform the God-service for which They crune into
embodiment.
74. DOES THIS HOLD TRUE FOR THE ·NEXT TWO
GOLDEN AGES?

Yes, All the individuals concerned in the
life experience on the Earth sustained perfect
harmony and were always obdedient to the directives of their God-Selves and their Guardian
Spirits. There was not a shadow upon the Earth
until the laggards from other Stars polluted the
consciousness of the people of the Earth. "I AM"
COME; and I shall remain until every shadow is
transmuted into LIGHT!

BELOVED CONSONANCE
Speaks on
Constructive Colors
and their beneficent aspects ..

"I AM" CONSONANCE, the Conductor
of the
Planetary Symphony, who, with Beloved Harmony,
have the ,joyous o ppo r-tun i ty of acquainting mankind again with the conscious re-creation that
comes through constructive music and color. Too
long has the Earth's vibrator.y action been so
dissonant that it has not contributed to the
Song of the Cosmos. Now, the Song of Re-Creation
shall rise from grateful hearts participating in
this service. All Kingdoms being so resuscitated
shall contribute to this melodious expression.
75. AS WE CONTEMPLATE THE CAUSAL BODY SHOWN
IN THE HOLY TRINITY PICTURE, WHAT DOES THE
COLOR BLUE SIGNIFY?

Illumined Faith and God Protection.
76. THE GOLD?

Wisdom and Understar:ding.
77.

THE PINK?

Pure Divine Love, lolerance, and
Humanitarianism.
78. THE WHITE?

Purity and Selflessness
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-3679. THE GREEN?

Concentration and the Power
to God's Service.

of Consecration

80. THE RUBY?

Ministration and Healing.
81. THE VIOLET?

Mercy and Transmutation
82. DOES THE WEARING OF THE COLOR WHOSE RAY
IS PROMINENT EACH DAY ASSIST THE INDIVIDUAL SO DOING?

Most assuredly! As like attracts like in any
sphere, the color acts as a magnet for the Di vine
Being whose radiation is pouring forth during
each twenty-four hour period.
83. KINDLY EXPLAIN, GRACIOUS LADY, ABOUT THE
MANY HUES OF EACH COLOR.

I am happy to do so. This is very important.
Color its elf is alive and emits a vi brator.y action
which is conducive to the acceleration of the
four lower vehicles of man as well as the Angelic
and Nature Kingdoms when it is a positive and
constructive shade.
84. WHAT ACCOUNTS FOR DRAB AND NEGATIVE
COLORS?

It is the co-mingling of the destructive
thoughts, feelings, words and actions of all the
evolutions which have used the Earth as a schoolroom; and an individual whose own aura is akin

to that vibration, creates and sustain it.
The soul of man, having had so many experiences through aeons of living, not only on the
Earth, but between embodiments, has generated
and clothed himself 'round with shadow substance.
By reason of a similarity of vibration, he usually surrounds himself and his environment
with these many negative shades of color.
85. IF AN INDIVIDUAL IS DISTRESSED OR UNHAPPY OR SUFFERS LIMITATION, IS THIS
THE RESULT OF THE WRONG CHOICE OF
COLOR?

Partially. The first step toward changing
the aura into a more positive, balanced, joyous
and harmonious one, is to cognize the colors
with which he surrounds himself. A true and
impersonal inventory will reveal to the e ar'ne s t
chela the invisible aura which he himself has
created. He will then desire to cooperate with
the Divine Plan by using more positive colors with their attendant radiation. Clear, distinct
and positive colors, being intelligent and activated by the Divine Beings who direct them
Earthward, can serve as conductors of the God
qualities required by the individual to purify
the aura, illumine the mind, and raise the
individual out of inertia and depression into
LIGHT.
86. WHEN SCIENCE AND RELIGION COOPERATE,
WILL WE SEE THE MANIFEST EXPRESSION OF
THE USE OF CONSTRUCTIVE COLOR AND
MUSICAL THERAPY?

Most certainly! It is the Divine Edict that
in all the seven constructive channels of expression, Science and Religion are to become one.
Powerful examples are apparent in Ultraviolet
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Ray, the Green of' the Medical Profession, and
the fashion designers, in their selection of'
color, who have in some instances tuned in to
the color of' the Ray of' the Year. In the world
of commerce, as well as the medical field, color
and musical therapy have already proved their
efficacy, al though the exploration of' this field
is only in its infancy.
87. WHY DOES THE PIGMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE
OF THE EAR TH VARY IN DIFFERENT
LOCATIONS?

Because the very body of' the Earth, Virgo's
vestments, has been despoiled, temporarily thank
God, by the various destructive activities in·
which mankind has been engaged through the ages.
Those portions of the landed surface of' the
Earth which are barren are the result of selfishness and greed, In the glorious process of'
restoration, these landed surfaces shall again
become prolific through the loving cooperation
of the Nature Kingdom and its Mighty Directors.
The very men who, in ages past, were the cause
of these destructive conditions, are now in
embodiment through the mercy of the Karmic Board
so that they may make res ti tutior:. for their misdeeds and assist the Nature Kingdom and its directors in the restoring of a beautiful, verdant,
harmonious, and God-designed focus in the place
of wasteland. Soil conservation is one example.
88. ARE THE SEVEN SPHERES IN WHICH THE MANUS
AND THEIR ROOT RACES ABIDE BEFORE BEING
SIGNALLED BY IMMACULATA AND IMMANUEL
OF THE SAME COLORS AS THOSE OF THE
CAUSAL BODY?

Yes, naturally, they are tremendous in proportion to the individual Causal Body. Within

these Spheres are the Temples not made with human
hands, and countless Divine Beings dwell therein.
The full scope of this vista is beyond the comprehension of the human mind.
89. IS IT TRUE, BELOVED LADY, THAT MUSIC HAS
COLOR?

Assuredly! Every musical composition sends
forth a definite color of' beneficent radiation
when the composer has received into himself' a
portion of the Song of' the Cosmos and has translated it without adulterating it by any personal
accretions, However, every individual who later
gives a rendition of the composition enchances
or deflects from its original beauty. The sensitivity of' the true artist receives into himself
the inspiration of the original composer, the
purpose for which such a composition has come
forth, and amplifies through the purity of his
nature, this blessing to life everywhere and
adds to the harmony of the Cosmos.
90. DOES EVERY THOUGHT, FEELING, WORD, AND
ACTION HAVE COLOR AND SOUND?

Def'ini tely so! In this process of re-creation,
it is Our purpose to teach men to discontinue
the misuse of thought, feeling, word and action.
thus dissolving the thought forms of' an imperfect
nature at inner levels as well as in the physical
appearance world. Each man will then be enabled
to consciously use these creative faculties in
building the cathedrals of worship for their own
souls and help to imbue the masses with the same
desire to become harmonious expressions of God' a
Love.
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X I
THE GLORIOUS GODDESS ISIS
Speaks on
The magnificent cooperation of
the Seraphim, Cherubim, and Angelic Host
in the Creation of the planet Earth
and in Her redemption.

"I AM" Isis, the Sun Goddess, come into the
atmosphere of Earth for one purpose, and one
purpose alone - to bring the LIGHT OF UNDERSTANDING to the recalcitrant human race and particularly to those who purport to be their teachers.
My subject refers, primarily, to the magnificent
service of the Seraphic, Cherubic, and Angelic
Hosts who are the Emissaries of the Universal
"I AM" Presence and those of Us privileged to
be a part of the Fire of Creation.
Chela, bend thy knee before the Seraphim,
the Cherubim, the Angelic Host! Without Their
kindly and voluntary assistance, you would not
even have a planetary abode, nor a Temple not
fashioned with hands (the physical body)wherein
there blazes the Immortal Victorious Three-fold
Flame of God, which again, as the Resurrection
Flame begins Its ascendency, revitalizes the
Nature Kingdom, the Animal Kingdom, and is by
Law, the FIAT OF THE ASCENDED JESUS CHRIST, due
to activate the God potentialities, too long
dormant, within you!

91. BELOVED ISIS, WHAT PART DID THE SERAPHIM,
THE CHERUBIM, AND THE ANGELIC HOST PLAY
IN THE CREATION OF THE PLANET EARTH?

When the Beloved Helios and Vesta were qualified by Alpha and Omega to become the Sun God
and Goddess of this planetary system, forty-nine
majestic Seraphim of' the most magnificent symmetry
of' form and glorious beauty (indescribable in
terms known to the present inhabitants of' Earth)
knelt before Alpha and Omega and received from
these Beings the Cosmic Announcement that a new
Sun God. and Goddess (Helios and 'lesta) were vested
with the power to create a planetary system.
Sweep:ng through the Cosmos as the Solar Highways
werE! opened, They carried this joyous message
to Helios and Vesta Themselves.
92. BELOVED ISIS, CAN YOU TELL US WHY THERE
WERE FORTY -NINE SERAPHIM REQUIRED IN
THIS SERVICE?

Mighty Serculata, the Cosmic Mother of all
the Silent Watchers of this System, in whose
Heart is held the Divine Blueprint as designed
by Alpha and Omega, knew full well that, in
unfolding the Pattern of Creation, there should
be seven Sun Gods and Goddesses, who from Their
flaming orbits should each nourish and sustain
seven planets. Thus, al though the Suns- Hercules
and Amazon, Aureole and Aurea, Dawn and Luz, had
not yet prepared themselves for this singular
honor of Solar Initiation, Serculata knew that
in a Cosmic Moment yet to come They should be
ready to join in the glorious process of God
Creation, Therefore, She chose the mystic number
of' Forty-nine Seraphim - denoting completion.
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93. WHAT WAS THE SERVICE OF THESE COSMIC
SERAPHIC MESSENGERS AFTER THEY MADE
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT TO HELIOS AND VEST A?

When such messages of Cosmic import are
an~ounced by the Seraphic Legion, Their Melodic
V:?ices accompanied by Phe i r' magnificent aureoles,
f 11~ the Cosmos and even stir the galaxies whose
peripheries touch the hem of the Spiritual Garments of Alpha and Omega, and vital energies are
born. The aspiring Sun Gods and Goddesses in
this Galaxy are bestowed with a new impetus to
receive a like benediction in Their coming Hour
of Initiation.
The buoyant enthusiasm of Their Auras within
the orbit of Helios and Vesta magnetizes the
Elohim of Creation, the planetary Silent Watchers
of this System, and all Divine Beings who become
the Builders of Form under the direction of
Helios and Vesta.
94. DO THESE SERAPHIC LEGIONS REMAIN IN THE
AURA OF HELIOS AND VESTA AFTER THIS
SER VICE HAS BEEN RENDERED?

Forty-eight return in the same splendor to
Alpha and Omega - and ONE ~~MAINS.
95. WHAT WAS THE NAME AND SERVICE OF THIS
BELOVED ONE WHO REMAINED WITH HELIOS
AND VESTA?

Your own Beloved Serapis, later to become
the Hierarch of Luxor. His service was, and is
to this very day, to invoke the Seraphim of this
planetary system into the Presence of Helios and
Vesta where They, too, bending the knee, offered
to the newborn Sun God and Goddess Their allegiance to the Most High Living God. From that
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instant, the Serapic Host, under the direction
of the Mighty Serapis, has served as envoys of
Helios and Vesta to the Silent Watchers appointed
by Them as each planet of the System was conceived.
96. BELOVED ISIS, AS SOME OF THE CHELAS KNOW,
BELOVED SERAPIS BELONGS TO THE PLANETARY SYSTEM ABOVE THE EARTH UNDER THE
JURISDICTION OF KRISHNA AND SOPHIA. WHY
DID HE VOLUNTEER FOR THIS SER VICE?

Because, like unto the Beloved Sanat Kumara
and other Divine Beings in the System immediately
above that conceived and sustained by Helios and
Vesta, it is the custom and privilege to serve
the System below.
97. HOW THEN, BELOVED ISIS, DID THE GLORIOUS
SANAT KUMARA AND THE BLESSED SERAPIS
SPECIFICALLY SERVE THE EARTH?

After His service on Mercury, Aquaria, and
Uranus, where He stimulated the activities of
the Seraphic Host of these planets, the time had
come when the Earth required superhuman assistance to remain a part of this planetary system.
As a Divine Architect, when His own Lord of the
World (Sanat Kurnara) announced to the Kingdom
on His native Star, Venus (of which Serapis is
a member) that He, Himself, was to bring the
Light, Patience, Balance, and Wisdom of His own
Personage to a darkened Star, SERAPIS WAS THE
FIRST VOLUNTEER who offered to supervise the
creation of the magnificent Shamballa, a replica
on Earth of Sanat Kumara's planetary Home. For
this
purpose one of the greatest sacrifices
r.nown in Heaven's Realms took place - the Lord
•
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of' the Seraphic Host in the Ceremony wherein the
locks are shorn, the Light of' Heaven dimmed,
temporarily, took upon Himself and Earthly garment,
and a Son of Love descended in order that the
proximity of' His personal magnetism might accelerate the enthusiasm necessary to sustain the
individuals who, through nine hundred years,
dedicated themselves to the sole task of' the
preparation of Shamballa.
The very instant that the magnificent dome
of Sanat Kumara' s Temple and the minarets of' all
the lesser Temples at Shamballa were showered
with the crystalline essence of the Divine Architect and His Seraphic Legions, into the atmoclphere of' Earth CAME SANAT KUMARA AND HIS COURT.
Then Beloved Serapis was free to direct the
Seraphic Legions in Their Service wherever required - ultimately becoming Hierarch of' Luxor
and Guardian of' the Ascension Flame,
98. WHAT IS THE SERVICE OF THE CHERUBIM TO
THE EARTH AND HER EVOLUTIONS?

Under the direction of Their great Leader,
Mighty Felicita, They enter into the flaming
vortex which is the Aura of' Helios and Vesta and
carry forth the radiation and blessing of' the
God Virtues which are the predominant nature of'
the Sun God and Goddess of' the System. They render
the same service by entering into the Heart of
the Flame in any of' the Ascended Master Retreats,
and as They are primarily Beings of FEELING,
when They emerge and are directed forth, any one
of' the three evolutions using the Earth as a
schoolroom are the recipients ofTheir God-gifts.
They are the Holy Grails of' the Gods.
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99. BELOVED ISIS, WHAT IS THE SERVICE OF THE
ANGELIC HOST?

Under the mighty direction of' the Beloved
Raphael and Holy Mother Mary, the Angelic Host
are the Messengers sent forth by any Divine Being
to perform services of inculcating into the
consciousness of the evolutions of the planet,
Earth, the Illumined Faith of' Prince Michael,
the Wisdom of' Lord Jophiel, the Love of' Lord
Chamuel, the Purification of Lord Gabriel, the
Consecration and Healing of Lord Raphael, the
Ministrating Grace of Lord Uriel, and the Mercy,
Compassion, and Forgiveness of Lord Zadkiel to the just and unjust alike.
Angels know no form, are entirely impersonal
in Their service, always obedient to Their Directors, and can be most efficaciously invoked by
Beauty in its myraid forms - color, fragrance,
and harmony.
The powerful protecting Ascended Legions of'
Lord Michael, however, are an exception to this
rule and fearlessly enter the astral realm to
cut imprisoned life free from all types of'
effluvia.
100. BELOVED ISIS, HOW CAN WE BEST COOPERATE
WITH THE SERAPHIC, CHERUBIC, AND ANGELIC
HOSTS IN THE REDEMPTION OF THE PLANET
EARTH?

FIRST, by accepting Their reality, understanding Their Ordered Service, and being grateful that such Divine Beings choose to patiently
serve in the orbit of the Earth.
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SECOND, to emulate Them in daily living.
THIRD, by so accelerating the vibratory action of' the evolutjons of' Earth that the human
veil is rent, and ONCE AGAIN Seraphim, Cherubim,
and Angels WALK AND TALK WITH IVIEN.
Then shall We of Superior Systems REJOICE
in a redeemed planet and Her evolutions - ISIS
UNVEILED!
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